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PREFACE

The Mathematics-Methods Prograin (MMP), has been developed by the

Indiana University Mathematics Education Development Center (IEDC)

during the years 1971-75. The development of the MMP was funded by

the UPSTER program of the National 5Cience Foundation, with the goal

of producing an innovative program for the mathematics training of

prospective elementary school teachers (PSTs),.

The primary features of the MMP are:

It combines the mathematics training and the methOds training'of

PSTs.

0 It promotes a hands-on, laboratory approach to teaching in"which

PSTs learn mathematics and methods by doing rather than by lis-

tening, taking notes or memorizing.

It involves the PST in using techniques and materials that are

approPriate for use.with children.,

It focuses on the real-world mathematical concerns,of children

and the real-world mathematical and pedagogical concerns of

PSTs.

The MMP, as developed at the MEDC, involvesca university class-
,

room component and a related pubfic schOol teaching Component. The'

university classtoom component combines the mathematics content

courses'and methods courses normally taken by P5Ts: while the public

school teactiing compenent provides the PST with a chance to gain ek-
,

petience with children and insight ibtO their mathematical thinking.



A Model has been developed for the implementation of the public

school teaching component of the MMP. Materials have been developed

for the university classroom portion of the MMP. These include 12

inStructional mn4ts with the following titles:

Numeration

lAddition and Subtraction

Multiplication and Division

,Rational Numbers with Integeri and Reals
,

Awareness Geometry

Transformational Geometry

Analysis of,Shapes

Measurement

NUMber Theory

Probability.and Statistics

Graphs: the Picturing.of Information

. Experiences in Problem Solving

These units are written in an activity format that involves the PST

in doing .matheMatics with an eye toward the applitation of that math-

ematics in the elementary school: The units are almost entirely in-

dependent of 6ne another, and any selection of them can be done, in

any'order. It is Worth notin6 that the first four units listed per-

tain to the basic Dumber work in the elementary school; the second .

four to the geometry of thg elementary school; and the fihal four to

mathematical topits for the elementary teacher.

For purposes of formative evaluation and dissemination, the MMP

has been field-tested at over 40 colleges and universities. The

field implementation formats have varied widely. They include the

following:

Use in mathematics.department as the mathematics content pro-

gram, or as a portion of tha,t program;

Use in the education sthool as the methods program, .or as a por-_,

tion of thatjrogram,

Combined mathemat4cs content and methods program, taught in



either the mathematics department, or the education school, or

jointl Y;

Any of the above, with. or without the publit school teaching ex-

perience.

Common to most of the field implementations wari a small-group

format for the university classroom experience and an emphasis, on the

use of Concrete materials. The various centers that have implemented

all or part of the MMP have made a number of suggestions for change,

many of which are reflected in the final form of the program. tt is

fair to say that there has been a general feeling of satisfaction

with, and enthusiasm for, MMP from those who have been involved in

field-testing.

A list'of the field-test centers of the MMP is as follows:

ALVIN JUNIOR COLLEGE
Alyin, Texas

BLUE MOUNTAtN 6MMUNITY COLLEGE
Pendleton, Oregon

1111/ BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
Boise, ,Idaho

BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE
Bridgewater, Virginta

'CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY,
CHICO

CALIFORNIA STATE'UNIVERSITY,
NORTHRIDGE

CLARKE COLLEGE
Dubuque, Iowa

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO
Boulder, Cblorado

UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO AT
DENVER

CONCORDIA TEACHERS COLLEGE

River Forest, Illinois,

GRAMBLING STATE UNIVERSITY
Grambling, Louisiana

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY
Normal, ITlinois

INDIANA STATE UNIVERStTY
EVANSVILLE

INDIANA STATE UNIVERSITY
Terre Haute, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY
BloomingtOn, Indiana

INDIANA UNIVERSITY NORTHWEST
Gary, Indiana

MACALESTER COLLEGE
St. Paul, Minnesota

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-
GORHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA

vii
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
East Lansing, Michigan

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA
Cedar Falls, Iowa

NORTHERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Marquette, Michigan

NORTHWEST MISSOURI STATE
UNIVERSITY

Maryville, Missouri

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
Evanston, Illinois

OAKLAND CITY COLLEGE
Oakland City, Indiana

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
Eugene, Oregon

RHODE ISLAND COLLEGE
Providencg, Rhode Island

SAINT XAVIER COLLEGE
Chicago, Illinois

SAN DIEGO STATE UNIVERSITY
.San Diego, California

SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY
San francisco, California

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Memphis, Tennessee

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERA MISSISSIPPI 111/1

Hattiesburg, MissiSsippi

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY
Syracbse, New Yoilc .

TEXAS SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
Houston, Texas

WALTERS STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Morristown, Tennessee

WARTBURG COLLEGE
Waverly, Iowa

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
Kalamazoo, Michigan

WHITTIER COLLEGE
Whittier, California

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSINRIVER
FALLS

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN/STEVENS
POINT

THE UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING
Laramie, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION TO THE I -

-EXPERIENCES IN PROBLEM SOLVING UNIT

4
4

. .

Mathematical.problem solving is obviously .important to mathemati-
.

cians, scientists, and engineers. In'addition to these individuals

for whom mathematics plays an important firofessional role, many other

people are fascinated with mathematical problems and'enJoy puzZling

overthem.The"Games Passengers Play" pages of airline Ma.gazines,

I
the "Mathematical Games" section of Stientiflc American, andkhe

4110

regular featdres of severalliass circulation periodicals such Wsthe

Sunday magazine an'd comic sectioni of newspapers are all evidence

Oat mathematical problems, puzzles, and games have a suLtantial

audience in the general public. ,

Accepting that problem pAving has an intrinsic appeal for some

adults, consider some possible roles for probleat Solving ln the sthool

curriculum: .

.

Enrichment activities of a problem-solving nature can be used as

supplementary material".

Standard mathematical topics can'be approached in a problem-

, solving mode.

The problem-solving process cap be discussed as a .coritent area;

that is, an attempt can be made to undersland what.a problem'

solver dges when confronted with a problem.

.
It should not be overlooked that for many children as for many adults

there is an aspect,of sheer enjoyment in solving problems,. Children

seem to be particularly intrigued by cleverly posed problems with

11111

ingenious or unexpected solutions,

1 2



, ,

.- Most problem solvers, young gr old,,experiehce a ',sense- of .

, .. .

achievement When they dikover a successful attack On.A.problemcWhich

had resisted their initial efforts. It may happen that me can "al
. - _. ,

most" solve a problem, but that the,lekst step is'a very difficult one.

Other times it maY be that qven thejirSt step-is far from_obvious.' ,.,
.

One of the purposes- ofthis. unit,is to provide you, and ultimately

your students,,with sOme'means.other than luckof4getting.,s,irted4".

on a problem.
. _

The unit beg-th's with a section whith introduces one point ofr

view toward problem solving by sketching. thc outlines of a problem:

solving process and by giving an example Whi.ch illustrates it. This

introductory section will garin in meaning as you proceed through the

activities Of the unit.

Actiyities I through j will provide you an'opportunity to try to ,

solve problems and to identify-some useful methods for solving prob-

lems. In each4Ofthese activities you will work on a problem "for a

while, and, therOyOu'Mill be given a handout which 'shows one method

IA(

-,
which is applicable to the problem. ihe irst problem in each acti-

0,

, ity is,selected to lead to the method on the handout; however, it may -

well happen that the,.method yoU develop I be different from-the

one on the handout. the methoddiscussed in the handout can also,

help in solving the'otherproblems_of_the:activitY. However, other .

methods will work on these prl5Clems too.,

Activity 4 focuses on the reflection and introspection aspect of
.

. problem solving. Many students and teachers have found,reflection to

be-a significant aid in' improving problem-4solving skills, and we hope
..you will develop a continuing habit of reflecting on the solution of

i.-problem. . .
,t,' . .

. 4
in Activity 5.you will ave an opportunity to solve problems, on

your own'....dr. in,grOUps,' Without,hints,,-._Finally, in Activity 6 you

will be,peseniedMth-certain child-teathing situations in which the

.; experiences:and insightsyouAained in Activities 1 through 5 may be
- ,- - -

helPful . The .primary"purposefof- the entireunttiS to provide you-as

a Prospective eleMentaryteacher.with some ideas which may enable you

to-help Your studentsbecOme better problem solvers. Actual, not

2
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Ocarious, participaticin in.problem solving is an indispensable part

6f yoOr experience. ,.Along.the way.you may findiour own problem-

s. skills improving: This is'not'unexpected Since one of the

est wa 4
become a better problem solver is to try to solv.e many

and varied pros and,to thiik about what you have done,,'

3



SOME PERSPEGTIVES ON PROBLEM SOLVING

,Before you begin the activitfes which form the body of the unit, we'

will present a framework for the systematic approach tO'problem solvL

ing taken in this unit. This framework can be.pursued in Much great-
.

er depth than is done here. Those of you who would like'to do so'

will find an entry to the literature in,the bpoks and articles listed

in the references on pages 47-48.

In this unit we concentrate on problems which are not directly

connected to specific mathematical topics. Yet they are problems

which require some creativity and/or originality. Such probTemS do

not have an obvious niche in the usual mathematics content units.
,

More than upon specific content knowledge, though such knowledge.may

be needed, the solution of these problems may depend upon selecting a

useful approach or upon a particular insight. We have chosen such

problems in order to emphasize certain aspects of the'problem-solving

process. An example of a/problem of this type is the famous Golden

Chain Problem- ,

Take a moment to read,Xhe Golden Chain Problem, which apPears on'

page S. This problem is eatily understood. Very little thought is

needed to understand what it is that you are to do. Yet it is a

probleM which most students are unable to solve immediately. The

usual, method of solution is a sort of trial and error that leads

(sooner or later) to a solution.

From the standpoint of the elementAy school, this problem is

also attractive because it is easy to find physical embodiments for

it. The metal or plastic rings which are 44allable in most bookstores

will do. Children (and adults, too) find su&Physi.cal representa-

tions very useful in understanding and solving problems.

4 1 5
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A

'Golden Chain Problem

A Chinese prince whO was forced to flee hi kingdom by his

traitortlus 6rother sought refuge in t14k,hut of a poor man. 'The

Rrince had no money, but he did Kavg a very valuable go3den

Chain with seven links The poor man agreed to hide the.prince,

but because he was poor and because he niskeirconsiderable dan-

ger should the prince be found, he asked that (the 'prince pay

A

him one,link of the golden ch'ain for each day of hiding.: Since

the prince,might have to flee'at any time, he did not,want to :

give the poor.man the entire,Chain, and since it was so valu-

able, he did not want to open more links than absolutely neces-

sary. What is the smallest numben of links that the prince

must open in order to be certain that the poor man has one Think

on the'first day, tWo links on.06 second,day, etc.?



In this unit we will concentrate on prob)ems of the same general

character as the Golden Chain Problem, with-the goal Of identifying

some general methods of attack. Remember that the primary objective

is to provide you with, a small collection of suggestions which you-

will be able to pass on to your students When they encounter, diffi-

culties in problem solving.
,

Organizing Your Work: A FramewOrk for'Solving Pr:oblems

The,purpose of the next few paragraphs fs to provide a'framework for

,the.pOblem-solving activities which comprise the bulk of this unit.*

In most problems, the process of finding a solution can be di-
.

vided tnto a number of steps or phases. Each of the steps has a

somewhat different focus, but their common goal is the solution of

the problem. 'The*four steps whtch we will introduce are

Understanding the problem

Getting slarted with a plan

Carrying out the plan

Thinking back

In seekth to understand the problem, you may ask yourself:

Is the'statement of,theproblem clear to you? Arg the words and

mathematical syMbols familiar ones whose meaning you 'mow? It may be

helpful, even at this early stage, to sketch some figures or con-

struct diagrams or tables summariling the information given. You may

find yourself rereading tne statement of the problem several times as

you atteMpt to solve it. Such rereading may be particularly helpful

after an unsuccessful attempt. At Oat point you may find more mean-

ing in the statement of the problem than you did originally. (Under-

standing of a problem, particularly by children, may be enhanced by

stating it in terms which are as interesting as possible.)

*Although there is some overlap with Section ri of the Number Theory
unit of the Mathematics-Methods Program, the discussion given here is
Self-contained.

6
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The second step in problem solving is getting started with a

plan, i.e., deciding,what to do. The task of getting started is

frequently.the most difficult part df.the whole problem-solving pro-

cess. Putting the first worthwhile 'mark oh a piece of paper can be a

very hard job! It is in this second phase that the methods or

strategies which.are introduced in Activities 1-3, will be mdst help-

ful.

The plan of attack may change several

times as attempts are made to carry it

out, and a successful plan may develop-

only after a number of failures. Other

times, a "br'ight idea" may give 4n essen-

tial clue Nery early in the process. In

either c se it usually happens that our

understa ding of the problem deepens as we

develop i plan of attack. There is no way

to be ce tain of stimulating these bright

ideas or kf deepening understanding', but

experience in problem solving and thinking

about the problem-solving process certainly help.
14,

Although the solutions of many problems do.not depend on specif-

ic mathematics, there is a relation between getting good ideas and .

knowledge of mathematics. Frequently, one can exploit similarities

between problems, and these similarities can best be recognized

through common mathematical characteristics. It is not necessary to

know a lot of mathematics to be a good problem solver. But mathemat-

ical knowledge is rarely a hindrance (although it occasionally leads '

to overlooking an obvious approach, i.e., to makingthe problem too

, hard), and it is frequently a considerable aid to problem solving.
..

'
After a plan of attack has beep devised, the next step is carry-

ing it out. Following through on an idea iS generally easier than

creating the idea in the first place:and this phase of the problem-

solving process may be more routine than the dthers. Perseverance is

an important characteristic for a problem sol;ier to have at this

point. While proceeding with the solution it is important to keep

11111
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,
the goal .in mind and Ao be sure that the worle,is leading toward this

goal. It ,is easy to become sidetracked With details. Check occa-
.

sionally that what'yop are doing iscontribbting'to a solution.. It-

may happen that as you carry out your plan of attaCk you will see

,that it will not solve the problem. Then you must start over again,

building on the experience gained.

Finally, the problem-solving pnocess ought not end immediately

whenAhe problem is, solyed. The inclination to go on at once An

other things should be reiisted, and'you should devote a few.moments

to thimking back.and reflecting on your efforts. Now that you know

an answer, is there an eisier way to obtain it? Have you taken any

detours.in your approach to the problem that you now recognize as

uhneeessary? Does your approach seem hs logical and natural now as

it did when you began? Can You identify what it was that, stimulated
. ,

a particularly useful idea? it is a good exercise, and many time a

diffic.ult dhe, to fry to formulate anothen problem that you could' /

,solve using the'same method. Such aCtivity may help you to identify.

useful ,similarities in probleOs in the, future.

In summary,' the problem-Solving proc6s has four phases:

Understanding the problem

Getting started with`a plan.

Carrying out the plan'
)

Thinking back

Taken together they form the framework for our view of problem solv-

ing. We should emphasize that alth6ugh there is a top-to-bottom '

order implied in this list, one.rarely proceeds through'the phases

exactly once in solving a problem.- Typically there is some "cycling

back" to repeat some steps tw or more times before the problem As

solved. We retutn to the no ion of cycling later on. The rest of

'the unit consists of examples and opportunities'for you to utilize

this framework. Activitiei 1, 2 and 3 provide some speCific sugges-

ns for getting started/with a plan and Activity 4 focuses on

th nking back. /



In order to remind you of this ftamework for problem solving we

11110

introduCe the logo

_Understand

Plan

Carry out

Think back

which will be displayed at various points in the unit. If we wish to

emphasize a particular step in the framework we will highlight it as

showr below.

This should call your attention to the think-back step in the frame-

work.

Before turning to the activities, we return to the Golden Chain

Problem and view that problem in the light of framework.

Solution of the Golden,Chain Problem

Almost any problem could have been used to exemplify the four, phases

identified abOve. Each problem has its individual features and the

relative difficulties of the four phases will vary. Consequently,

you shduld not expect the solution proceSs foe other problems to tte-

semble this one except in its most general features. Before,continu-

ing, reread the statement of the problem.on page 5. You may also

want to try to solve the problem yourself."

The phrase "he did not want to open more links than absolutely

necessaty" in the statement Of the problem is a crucial one. It .

tells us that We are 0-determine-how many lfnks must be cut in order

that the prince may provide the 'Poor man, with one link On the first

day, two links on the second day, and so on, until he has given,seVen

:links to the poor man on the seventh day. It is understood that

9
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there may be an exchange; that is, the poor man may return some-links

to the prince so long as he has Oe requisite number of links on each

day. Indeed, if each link of the chain is cut, then the condition

can obviously be met. Superficially; however, thts approach Seems

to be very wasteful and we expect to, be able to meef the condition

with fewer cuts. The problem is to'determine the smallest number of

,cuts which must be made to satisfy the condition.

We adopt one of the simplest possible approaches to the Problem:

organized trials. This is a systemized version of what you probably

knOw as trial and error.

Obviously, it is impossible to satiSfy the condition .0 the

problem without making any cuts. In fact, it ts imposstble to sat-

isfy the condition on day one. We 'continue by checking whealer the

condition can be met with,orte cut. Then with two cuts, and so on.

In each case, we will cOnsider systemattcally the results of culs.of

specffiC links.

Before we consider the case of 'One cut it will be helpful to

agree on some symbols for cut and uncut links.

cut: (7) uncut: (7.) connected links
1-

So, for example:

000000
represents tr chain with the link'on one end cut, and

OD (pi CUED-
represents the chain with'the thtrd link from one end cut.

Case I: One Cut

With the notation introduced above, the pieces which result from

cutting the link at one end of the chain are (4 ) and (30001)

With this cut it is impossible for the prince to give the poor man

exactly two links, on day two.

10 21



Next suppose that the link in second position is cut. The re-

11111 sulting pieces arp (DX? (OOD . It is easy to see that the

condition can be met on days one,and two, but it is impotsible for

the Condition to be satisfied on the third day-. Try it.

To continue, we suppose that we cut the link in third position.

The resulting pieces are (301) (4") Ma). The table below indi-

cates that'it is now possible 6 meet the condition onall seven days.

Day - . Prince Poor Man

1 GO MOD Q
2 Q QM1) dD
3 COM . Q OD
4 Q QOM
5 OD
6 . Q GOOD OD

7 C3013D OD Q

Note that the problem,-has been solved, and we did not even have to

consider Case II (making two cuts)'or Cate III (making three cuts). ,

'With this systematic approach the problem was remarkably easy to

solve.' Itwas necessary to decide how to organize the trials and how

to keep track of the retults. Our trials were organized, first

according to the number of cut,s and sevndly acCording to which links

wefe cut. In fact, it turned out to beunnecessary to proceed beyond

one cut since the solution pf the problr utilized a,single .cut. The

notational device of representing uncut links b and.'a cut link

'by (;) proVed convenient. One might conclude from this that prgani-
,

zation and a convenient notation facilitate problem solviiigi.

There are other approaches which are equally effective in solv-

,
ing this problem, and some Of them are preferable because' they are
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generalizable. However, this approach,has been adequate for our

present purpose, that of illustrating the problem-solving process.

Summary

In this section the problem-solving process has been analyzed into

four phases and illustrated. The reader who is interested in delv-

ing further into our analysis of the proces§ of problem solving is ,

referred to the sources cited in the references, especially the book,

How To Solve It, by G. Polya.

DIRECTIONS:

Beforecontinuing to, ActivitY 1, identify the four phases of the

problem-solving process in the solution of the Golden Chain Problem

given above. Discuss as a class the relative importance of the
-

various phases in this example.

Underftand

Plan

Carry out

Think back

2 3
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IN SEARCH;OF A STRATEGY ,..

0

FOeUS:

This activity and the two immediately following it

focus on methods for getting started with a plan in

solving a prbblem. Th'e idea is for you to discover a method of

attack, a strategy, by working on your own or in small groups. jdeas

whose utility you discover on your own will be much mote a part of

your mathematical tool kit than those communicated to you by others.

Mad
Plan

DIRECTIONS:

/immediately folloWirig these directions there,is a list of problems.

'Begin working problem 1 and continue for the length of tfme deter7.

mined by your instructor. After solving this problem, or after work-

ing on it,for the specified period-Of time, read the Handbutfor

11111 Strategy 1. After reading the handout, continue with the other prob-
/

lems in this list, as directed by your instructor.

Although eaCh of the problems in the list can be attacked-in
,

.

more than ()fie way, there is a method which is applicable to all of

the problems. It is this method that is developed in the handout.

Be sure to engage in some thinking batk about the way that Strategy 1

as described in ihe handout is applicable to each of the ptoblems.

Problems for Strategy 1

1. Riding to School.

Every day Sally rides her bicycle to school along .the city

streets. She likes very much to ride a different Way each day.

Since she does not 'hant to ride further than necesary, she

rides Just six blocks each day; that is the shortest possible

13
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ride from her house to school. How many days can she Ode to

school before she has to take a route that she has used before?

Indiana Fess Park Woodlawn

.School*.

Tenth

Sally's
house

Ninth

Eighth

Seventh

Here is a similar problem-

which appears in a current

elementary school mathe-

inatics text.*

EXCURfilON

Ifotk n13n 5 Mock tops.trott
A io 11' (AC thcro

*Clyde A, coney, Walter E. Rucker, and Ann E. Jackson,
Heath Elementary Mathematics, Level 5, teacher's edition,
(Lexington, Massachusetts: D. C. Heath and Company, 1975),
p. T277.

14
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2. Tower bf.Hanoi

There are five discs stacked on a post in ascending order 'from .

, largest to smallest.. ftie discs are to be transferred to one of

'two empty posts using only certain kinds of moves A move con7

-,sistt-of taking the top disc on one post and trantfei-ring it to

another post. ,The'basic rulesare.the fallowing:

1) A disc may always be transferrect'to n empty post.

2) A disc mo be transferred to a post occupied by another disc

if and ohly tf the disc 'which is tranSferred is smaller than

the topmost disc already pn the:post.

11111. What is-the smbllest number of moves.necessary to.transfer the

five discs?

This is, of course, a *dal case of a more general question.

If there were n dists arranged with the Smallest on the top on

one of three posts, how many moves would be.necessary to move

them tO another post?

Legend has it that at the beginning of time Ei'uddhist monks.were

given the task of transferring 64 golden discs from one diamond

1526



needle to ohe oftwo others. It was 'said that the world would

end when they had cqmpleted thefr taS"k.. If the monks began with

64 discs and moved one a second, howlong would it take them to

move the disct to another needle?

3. Laying Tiles,

An 8.x 8 square grid with two squares removed is to be.tiled

with 1 x 2 tiles. Find an eas of determining-whether or

-
not such a tiling.is possible for an arbitrarY pair of omitted

squares. For example; it fs possible to tile the grid, marked A

below.(X's denote squares to be omitted)e but it is impds'Sfble

to tile the grid marked B.

A
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Here is another- sample problem from an elementary

School textbook .*

1-unit 2-unit

This is a game for two. The object is to
cover the 10-unit strip exactly with the Make 8 Make 5
1 -unit and 2--unit pieces:Start at the left of those of these

and take turns placing either a 1-unit or a 2-unit side by side until the
10-unit is exactly covered. Thg last one it? put down a strip wins the game.

Start I

Try this game using an 11.:unit strip. try it witti a 12-unit strip:

.
How many squares are there in the figure'below?,

11,

se svme 10...

r(prirrtPW,M4
tiar,stifaoag24
OrMlig
rrnr7Repr
Think back

*Robert E, Eicholz, et al., Investigating School Mathematics, BoOk 3,

teacher's'edition (*TITO-Park, California: Addison-Wesley Publishing

1110, Company, 1973),

.17,
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TYPES OF PROBLEMS

-In our use of the term problem we ,are 4ferring to prdblems,

which have mathematical content. These problems may involve

mathematics explicitly, or they may only call on the precise,

logical thinking that is associated with mathematics. In_the

elementary school curriculum, the more familiar ofthese types

of problems are those which occur in exercise sets or in end-

of-chapter reviews in textbooks. Usually, such problems are

directly connected with the mathematics being isCussed in the
,

text. There are problems whose main object e is accurate

computation

and there are story or word problems which involve the transla-

tion of a verbal problem into mathematical terms. An example

of this type of problem is

trhere are 68 cookies and 9 boys. If the cookies are
distributed evenly among the boys how many cookies
does each boy receive? How many are left over?

At the other end of the spectrum from textbook problems are

problems which require investigation into a _situation which

arises in another academic discipline or in the real world.

Such problems may be studied as group activities for several

weeks. Some problems of this sort which are appropriate for

elementary school children have been prepared for school use by

.USMES (Unified Science and Mathematics in the Elementary Schdol).

The problems in this unit lie between the two types identified

above. These are problems which are not closely related to

specific mathematical topics and which do not require a major

investigation ipto a nonmathematical situation. They are,

however,'problems which highlight the steps in the problem-

solving process and which tend to hold high interest for chil-

dren.

18
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-ACTIVITY.2

11111.'400KING FOR ANOTHER STRATEG%

FOCUS: -

In Activity 1 we identified ane way of getting started

with a plan, namely using the simplification strategy,

i.e., Working a simpler'but related problem. In this activity you

will identify -1,second-strategy.

attra,
Plan

DIRECTIONS:_

Proceed as in Activity'l. That is, work on problem 1 of the list

which follows until you solve it or until your instructor asks ydu

to stop. Next read the Handout for Strategy 2. Finally, work,ahe

remaining problems in the list as directed by your instructor. Be

sure to think back over your work after each-pfoblem. Try to use the

strategy developed in'the handout, at least on some of the problems.

11111 Problems for Strategy 2

1. Diciag a:Potato

A'slice of potato, taken to be a circular slice for convenience,.

is to be'cut up into small pieces. Although the te}m dicilfg"

usually refers to meing.small cubes, we will not e so restric-

tive and we admit pieces of any shape. Subpose that the dicing

is to be carried out by plaqing the potato slide on a table and

,

4-

k
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:

cutting it up hy making (straight), knife cuts through it. The

pieces ate not to be rearranged or piled up between cuts.

11111 ,

What'is-the greatest number of pieces which can be produced with
..

. .

a given number of cuts?

Let us ask a more specific question.

The.illustration shows how sixteen

pieces can be obtained with six

cuts. This can.be substantially

improved by placing the yix cuts

more judiciously. What is the best

you can do?

Hint: In order to get started it

may be helpful to adopt Strategy 1

and begin by considering a simpler progem. For example, sup-

pose that instead of a potato slice one had a piece of string

that was to be cut into a number of pieces. How many pieces ofn

string are produced by one cut? By two cuts? By n cuts?

2. Connect the Dots

Given n points in a plane no three of which are in a straight

line, how many line segments must be drawn to connect all pairs

of points?

3. How many diagonals are there in a regular n-sided polygon?
.
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4. By a number patternin an array of numbers We mean a regularity

in the array which can be psed together with certain entries in

the array tepredict other entries, or to extend the array.

For example, suppoge we are given the array

.123
One might obserVe that these are:the first three natural Aumbers,,

and predict that the next two a're 4 and 5. In this case the-set'

1 2 3 is vieWed 'as a'part of
the larger array,1 2 3 4 5. .Also,

one might observe that since 1 + 2 = 3, the third entry is the

sum of the preceding:two.
Therefore one might Oew the given

array as a portion of the larger array 1 2 3 5 8 (5 = 2 + 3,

8 =1 4-,

il Find at least five number patterns in the array

1

1 1

1 2 1

3 3 1

6 4

ii) Continue the array for two.more rows using one or more of,

the patterns you found in

Hi) Continue the array shown below for two mOi-e rOws using a

number patternyou find,in the ditplayed rows.

"al

fl
1

1 1

1 3 1

1 5 5 .1

7 13 7

2i2



Same as iii) for the array
1 ,

' 1 4

1 1

2 3 2

\
4 8 8 4

,

8 20 26 20 8

Continue the array shown below for one more row using a

1, number pat \ ern you find in the displayed rows.

1

1 2

1 4 6,

1 6 16 22

1 8 30 68 90'''

vi) Create a triangular'live-row array using a number patteft

that you invent on yoUr own.- Ask a classmateto find the

pattern and to extend the\array by one or two rows.

5. Solve problem 2 of Activity 1 using'the methods developed in,.

this activity.
,

-AO
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AN EXAMPLE FROM THECLASSROOM

11111 In order to illustrate the usefulness Of selected hints in helping a

child sofve a problem, we recount a problem-solving experience of a

group of fifth graders. The problem was posed to them as follows:

Fifteen couples have been inOte'd toa birthday party% The

host has several small card tables that can,seat one 'person on

a side. He plans to set the small tables end to end to make

one long table,to seat all the guests. How many of the small

tables will be needed to seat the fifteen couples?

When the problem Was first posed, the stu-

dents guessed wildly with no concern for

justifying their guesses. One student

'misinterpreted the problem and tried to

find the number of tables needed to seat

60 guests'. The teacher aided the student

by suggesting that they look at a simpler

problem; He asked, them, "How many people

'could be seated at one ttble?" "... at,

two tables set end to end?" "... and at three tables set.end to

end?" Although there were some initial disagreements'among the chil:

dren, they finally settled on the nymbers 4, 6, and 8.

Some of the children had difficulty in' understanding that the',

tabliks seat one person on a side and tkat the tables were to be, put

together to make one long1table. The teacher dreW some pictUres,

then suggested that the students organize their findings in a table

of information:

Numb 1-1
Number of Tables

eople 4

23



When the teacher asked "about 4 tables, the children replied 10'

people. They graduallinoticed that as one table was added,, two

11111additional people could be seated. That) is, they noticed the,"1 more

table = 2 more people" pattern in the talble of infOrmation. With

this clue they wereable to complete the table of information to the,

entry corresponding to 30 people.

Number of. TableS 1 2. 3 . . 14

tOmber.of People 3 6 8 . .. 30

The children then checked their answer by drawing a aiagram of

14 tables and verifying that in fact 3G people could be seated at A

long table formed from 14 small Aables.

00000000000000
0111213/4451-(0-118 19110'11141311410

00000000000poo
In working with children on this problem the teacher pointed out

one method ofattacking the problem, or one strategy. The strategy,

that of trying a simpler but related problem, was thie topic of Activ-

ity 1.
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ACTIVITY 3

ID TO FIND A THIRD STRATEGY

FOCUS:

We have identified the strategies of working a'simplir but related

problem (Activity 1) and of using number.patterns and formulas (Ac-

tivity 2). In this activity you will identify a third strategy which

will be useful in getting started with a plan in solving a problem.
k

DIRECTIONS:

Proceed as tn Activity 1. That is, work on problem 1 of the list be-

low for a period of time determined by your instructor. After solv-

'Mg the problem, or when your instructor asks you to, read the Hand-

out for Strategy 3. After reading the handout, continue working the

other problems, in the list. An important part of thiactivity is

thinkfng back about how the strategy was used on each problem..

Problems for Strategy 3

1. Connect the Dots.

A

D C

There are five dots arranged in a pentagon. In how. many differ-

.
ent ways can four or'fewer straight line segments connecting the

dots be drawn?

A6



Before we can hope to solve the problem we must

decide what the phrase "different ways" in the

statement of the problem means. This is an im-

portaWpart of the first phase in problem solv-

ing, i.e., understanding thb problem. let us

agree that two ways of connecting dots with line segments are

not "different" if.the dots in one figure can be relabelled in

such a way that the cOnnections are the same as in the other

figure. Remember that it is the connections that are important,

not the way the figure is drawn. For example, the connections

illustrated in figures 1,12 and 3 are not different.

figure 3

Indeed, if we relabel figure 2 by'changing B,to A, C to B, D to

C, E to D, and A to E, then the relabelled figure 2, shown be-

low, is the same as figure 1. You should actually cross out the

. labels on figure,2"and relabel the points to verify that the

relabelled figure is correct.

relabelled.figure 2

26
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Also, if we relabel figure 3 by changing B to A, D to B, A to D,

and Teaving C and E unchanged, then the relabelled figure 3,

shown below, is the same as figure 1. By tSis we mein that dots

with,tne same letters are conected, in figUres 1 and.3;. A
is connected to B, B is connected to C, C is connected to D, and

D is connected to E.

relabelled figure 3

Can you t-how by relabelling that the figure given below is not

different from figures 1, 2 and 3?

A

On the other hand: the two, connections illustrated in figures 4

and 5 are different. There is no way to relabel the dots in

figure 4 so as to obtain the connections'shown in figure 5. The

reason is that there is a dot in figure 4 which is connected to

three other dots, and there is no such dot in figure 5.

A A

figure 4

C D

-

figure 5

27
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With this preliminary discussion, you should be'ready eo hegin

work on problem 1. Also, as a result of this-dlsoussion you

should real7e that understanding the problem May not Always be

a completely straightforward phase ottslbleM solving. Y:,-fven a

simple phrase such as "different ways" may require; thoUghtful

analysls.

2. Placing Pennies

Place four pennies on a 4.'x 4 grid in such a way that no-two are

in the same row, column, Or diagonal.

Two* pennies are in the same row if they are in.the same horizon-

tal line; they are in the same column if they ore 01 the same

vertical line. Three of the fivflupper left to lowecright

diagbnals are shown by the dashed lines below. There are alsO

five upper right to lower left diagonals.

%

...

qt, \
N.

'N

N
.

1

o

FOr example, he two pennies in figure A are 'in the same row,

the two pennies in figure B are in the same cblumn, arid the two

in figure C are'On the saMe diagonal.

A



The arrangements shom below do not satisfy the conditions for

the reasons given:

Pennies 1 and 2 are on the same dlagonal , as are

3 and 4.

MIER
REIM
COMOLJ

Pennies 1 and 2 are on the same diagonal, and peril'

ies 2 and 4 are in the same row.

Here is a grid which will
accommodate Pennies, if you Wish to

experiment.
,
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SuMs Divide Products

Are there two..44(fferent Orime numbers m and n such that

m + n divides m x n? If so; give examples; irnot, then explain

4.

why not.

The Oass is Greener

A .goat is tied at'the corner Of a 201 x

40' barn with a 50' rope. If it can

graze at any spot outside of the'

barn to which its rope can reach,-

what is the size of its grazing

area?

5. Vegetables

Several of the twelve

teachers in the local ele-

ihentiry "school plan to try

to grow vegetables in their

, science :cldsses. If six

teachers plan to.groW

.beans, eight plan to grow

corn, and three planto

grow both, howimany plan

'to grow neither.beanS-,nor

corn?

30



6. A Cup-of Good Cheer

A 4mi1y of four--two parents, a

son and, a daughter--bave a set of .

Christmas cups. One evening they'

observed that Mother had the cup

decorated'with candles, Father

had the one decorated with holly...to;

the son had the one decorated with

carolers, and the daughter had the

one decorated with angels. In

how many ways can the cups be dis-

tributed the next evening sO that

no individual has the same'cup?

31
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ACTIVITY 4

NOW TRY YOUR-HAND

FOCUS:

tn Actiyities.1-3 three specific strategies were introduced and il-T

lustrated: work a simpler but related problem, use_.nuMber patterns,.

and-formulas, decompose the problem into special cases. In this

activity you will have an opportunity to .try your hand at problems

without.knowledge of which strategy (if any) may bOelpful. SoMe of

these,problems can be solved by using any of ieveral strategies, and

some are best solved using methods which are somewhat differeht than

those introduced ln this unit. The main purpose:9f the activiiY is

for you to engage in problem solving with the exferlence of thejirst

three.activities behind you.

DIRECTIONS:

Try to solve thoseproblems in the!ollowing list suggested by your

Anstructor. You will be given directions regarding the preparation

of your work,- either to iland in or for cial repOrting. -The problemS

vary.considerably in difficulty so you should anticipate encountering

some that are quite easy and others'that appear more difficu)t.

I. Missionaries and Cannibals
4

4

Three missionaries

and-three cannibals

wish to cross,a

river. There is a

boat which can carry

three people, and -

either a missionary

or a cannibal can

operate the boat. It

is never permissible

32
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for cannibals to outnumber missionaries, neither in, the boat-nor°

-
on either 'shore.

2. Three Bears*

What is the smallest "lumber of trips

necessary to make the crossing?

How many trips pre necessary if the boat

holds only two people?

Once upon a time there were three bears: Lester, (a large

bear), Mildred (a middle-sized bear), and Bashful (a small

bear), and three pots of honey: a large pot,.a middle-sized,

pot, and a small pot. One daythey found themselves carrying

the pots of honey down a path. Lesfer.was carrying the middle-

sized-pot, Mildred was carrying the small pot, and Bashful was

carrying the large pot. Since this was clearly an inequitable

arrangement, they proceeded to pass the pots around' until each

had.the pot proportional to his (het) size.

11110

*Adapted from an idea of Richard Hayes.
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The rules of potpassing in Bearland are quite complicated:

They are:

i) Only one pot can be passed at a time.

ii) If a bear is holding two pots only,the larger of the two

may be passed.

iii) A pot may not be passed to a bear who is holding a larger

pot.

By what sequence of passes of pots can the bears solve their

problem?

3. Marking a Die

On an ordinary die the numbers.1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4 are

on opposite sides. In how many different ways can a die be

marked subject, ioathis condition?

Stacking Marbles

A number of marbles are stacked

in a triangular pyr'.aMid. How pew

are in the nth layer? How many

marbles are in the top n layers?.

5. Buying Stamps45

When'stamps are purchased at the post
. -

office, they are usually attached to

each Other. In Kow many ways can five

stampste attached to each other?

6. Making a Calendar

Can single digits be painted on the faces of two cubes so that

the cubes can be placed so as
Ot
o show each of the first 31 num7

bers? If so, determine how; if not, dete ine how many cubes

are needed.
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h. Coin Puzzle

Place four pennies on the circles above the cen-

ter circle (marked C), and place four dimes on

'the circles below the cedter circle. The object

of the puzzle is to move all the coins on the

upper circles to the lower ones 'and all the coins

on the lower circles to the upper ones. The

moves of the coins are subject to the following

restrictions:

i) Coins can only MovelfOrwaed--that is, away

from their starting position.

ti) A coin can only moye to an adjacent empty

circle or -jump over an individual Tnemy

. piece onto an empty circle.
4

What 'ispthe smallest* number of mbves necessary

to 'aeoomplish.the objective?

8. Bouncing Ball

A Sooper-Dooper Ball is dropped froim'a window

which is 16 feet from the sidewalk. Each time

the ball bounces it travel-s half as high as on

the revious bounce, or half its initial height

in the .case of the first bounce. The ball is

caught when it bounces exactly one foot from the

sidewalk. How many times did the ball bounce

and how far did it travel"?

*The number of moves needed to solve the puzzle is

unique for a given number.of coins on each side of the

center. That is, if you and your neighbor both solve

thepuzzle (legally)then you both used the same num-

ber of moves.
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9. Across the Desert

Several tourists are-stranded at a camp

in the desert, and they estimate that.

it will take six days for one of them

to reach the nearest outpost. Each per-
&P): egIC"

son can carry 'a supply of food and water \ /7 WA
sufficient for four days ti-avel, -and lig Nal
consequently no individual can makeAhe

trip to the o6tpost alone. However, it 74)
is possible for more than one person to

. - . .

start-out from the camp and after a time
470.111141114;

transfer food and water to a person (or

persons) who will continue while the rest1Feturn to camp.. What

is the smallest number of people who should start outif one of

them is'to make it to the outpost and the,others return.safely

to camp? Where should.the transfer of food and water take place

and how much should be transferred?'

10. Riding to the Library

Suppose that Jane's.house and the library were located as shown

beloW. How many days can she ride her bicycle to the library

before she is forced to take a route she has taken before?

Iridiana Fess Park Woodlawn Library

Ae---fe;:th

Nigih

Eighth

Seventh

Sixth

a

rir
Jane's
house

4 7
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ACTIVITY '5

Aft REFLECTION ON YOUR EXPERIENCES

,IIIP!

FOCUS:

It has been mentioned and repeated several times for emphasis-that

reflection (or thinking back) on your work is valuable to;the devel-

opment of problem-solving skills. In this activity you will be asked

to focus on this aspect of problem solving.

DISCUSSION:

In addition to the value gained by thoughtfully re-

viewing the ideas and methods you used ta solVe a

problem, it is also helpful to or6anize your thoughts,

in such a Way that they can be communicated to others.

Most of us have had:the experience of having a very

clear picture in our own minds as to how'we solved a .problem, but

11110 being unable to communicate our ideas to a friend or collgague., ,As;

prosoective teachers, it is important to develop communication skills,

both verbal and Written; and these skills are helpful in sharing

problem-solving experiences. For most beginners, verbalizing the
. ,

problem-solving process is a demanding task.

DIRECTIONS:

As a homework assignment prepare answers to questions 1 and 2 below.

You may be asked to present your analysis of a problem in a class

discussion on the value of thinking back.

.1. Select one of the problems you worked in Activi-

. ties 1-4 bther than thosediscussed in the hand-

outs. "Analyze carefully the process you used to

solveth,is problem and organize your work using

the framework outlined in,the section on perspec-

tive. Summarize your analyi.On a one-page

37
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description which would be useful to someone, who has thought

about the problem less than you have. Be prepared to present

your summary orally to the,c)ass.

2. Create a new problem which can be solved using a process very

similar to that summarized in your answerto 1).
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ACTIVITY 6

IIII1HELPING CHILDREN SOLVE PROBLEMS

FOCUS:

The.methods introduced in this unit and related ones can te used

the elementary school to help children solve problems. .The focus of

this activity isto help you prepare for this use.

DIRECTIONS: .

J,

Prepare responses to the following questions. These questions ill

provide the central theme for a class discussion of how elemen

school students tan be helped to become better problem solve

1. Consider the following situation.

Jimmy, a fourth-grader, is.working on problem 8 On page A

(p. 41). He has found that teri blocks are needed for a stair-

case with four steps, but he is stumped on part (b) of the prob-

lem. What specific suggestion(s) could you make which-might

'help Jimmy solve thetroblem?

2. What hint could, you give to a student who is having trouble

answering.question 8 on page B (p. 42)? Is'your hint related

to any of the three problem-solvtng strategies focused on in '

this'unit?

3. On pag C, what sort of strategy is used to obtain a formula for

the are of a right triangle? Do you think,yOu could encourage

pr solving in your classroom by asking some of your stu-

dents to find the area of a specific right triangle earlier in,

the year before the topic was discussed in,the text?

4. What itrategy (or strategies) does the text gn page D use to

guidelhe student to find the number of straight lines connect-

ing ihe 12 points? How is the pattern on page E related to the

39
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pattern on page D? What suggestion could you make to a child

,if he does not see a Rattern even after making a table?

5. What sort of strategy might be useful in solving the "think" .

problem of page F?

6. There .k value in student's "floundering around" a bit while

working.on a problem, and premature hints can detract signifi-

cantly,from the child's learning experience. Write a one or

two paragraph essay on the'use of hints as a teaching device.

(Think back on your own experience with hints.)

4
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PAGE A

Scott, Foresman and Company, Mathematics Around Us; Skills ahd Appli-
cations, Grade 4, page 251. Reproduced with permiSsion.

1 null

4. A blue taxi left the garage and went:

3 miles west
1 mile north
4 miles east
3 miles south
2 miles east

Now the blue taxi is miles south .
and miles east of the garage.

4. A ;ed taxi left the same garage and went:

4 miles east
3 miles sduth
6 miles west
4 miles north
I mile wesT,

a. Now the red taxi is miler
(east, west) and miles
(north, south) of the garage

4. The red taxi is miles
(east, west) and miles
(north, south) of the blue taxi.

s. At the end of a 'race:

Felix was 8 yards behind Ben.
Larry was 5 yards behind Fehx.
Steve was 8 yards in front of Larry.

a. Who won the race? How far was
the winner ahead of each of
the others?

b. Who dame in-last? How far was
he behind each of the others?

7. At the end of another race:

Carol was 7 yards ahead of Meg.
Ramona was 5 yards behind Carol.
Meg was 16 yards behind Jean,

a. Who won the race? How far was
the winner ahead of each of
the others?

b. Who Came in last? How far was
she behind each Of the 6thers7

S. Six blocks are
used in a
staircase that
has 3 steps,

41

52

...How many blocks are needed for
a staircase Vt has 4 steps?

-
b. Can yoU make a staircase with

28 blocks? With 34 blocks?.

9
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PAGE B

D. C. Heath and Company, Heath. Elementary Mathematiat-Lavel 5, page All10

140. Reproduced with permission. .

Volume of a rectangular Bond

You can find the volume of a rectangular solid by
multiplying the length, the width, ahd the height.

Formula.

Example.
width

3 cm

4 cm

2 cm

1XwXh

Vw/XwXh
V w 4 cm X 3 cm X 2 cm
V 24 cubic cemimden

EXERCISES
Give tbe volumes of rectangular solids with
these dimemions.

140

Give the volumes of these rectangular 'solids.

9.

MOTH WIDTH 'pater vpt:tmin

5 ft 7 ft

10 yd

. 4 ft

l0 yd
_

_l0 yd

6 m 9 m 7 m _
I?'



1111/ Scott, Foresman and Company, MatheMatiCs Around US.; Skills and Appli.,

cations, Grade 5, page 324.: Repr004ad With permission.

Finding 1.111. Arso of Right Ti langio

Ed drew triangle A On a sheet Of paper
with square corners

t

TAP

The reCtangle rind trianOle A have the scene N!:
1

base and the same' height

The area of triangle A is One.halt the area
of the reCtangle

Ar&of rectangle base height
a

Area of (triangle T bear height

Ed. meastired his triangle and found its area

Base 15 in
Height 9 in

15 9

Area of Ed's triangle 67+ sq in

Take a sheet of paper with square corners
Draw a right triangle
rind the area of your triangle

Find the area of each right triangle

1,

s.

A(04 5C-4. in

5 4

4 yd

2 ya



PAGE D

t

5cott, Foresman and Compnx, MathemaficS Around Us; Skills and Appli-
cations, .Drade 5, page 92. Reproduced With permission.

);Fs.i3 Using Pictures to Solve Problems

4.14

Start with 12 points. Draw straight..lines
to connect each point with all the other points.

1.. Without counting, guess the number
of lines.

To find the exact number of lines,
first look at some simpler problems.

2 points
1 line

joistaALT:4$11
'17411117 111"411070-

trall4 tritit"4.10/ r- t44

dibrAV 14144
FrOl PiT4 IS 44 rcil
61 Ott/la

Amy*
1?",-.414Mit.t"""bIikwirr,

"3 points
3 lines

4 points
8 lines

2. Draw points and count lines

a. tor 5 points.

b. for 6 points.

4. 'for 7 points.

3. Record your results in a table like the one
shown at the right.

4. Find a pattern. Complete the table
to.find te number of lines for 12 aoiAts.

e. How ma'ny lines tor 15 points'?
For 20 points? For,24 points?
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PAGE E.

Scott, Foresman and CompanY, Mathematics Around Us; Skills and Appli-

.

cations, Grade.5page 299. Reproduced with permission.

1

SIM TRIP Diagonals of Polygons

Mr. Le Blanc's class recorded the number of diagonals
that certain polygons have,

Number

sides

3 tidesk 4 sides :

Xi
5 Sides

.* 6 sides 7 sides 8 sides

Number
of

diagonals

s
,- 9.

Roger thought he could guess the next number'
without drawtng the diagonals He guessed "14."

0 1 2 3 4 5,6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15-16 17 18 19 20 21 22

I. Copy this polygon and
draw all the diagonals
Was Rogers guess cor'rect9

Find the pattern.
Use it- to answer these questions( ,

2. How many diagonals does
at 8-sided 15olygon have?

a. Horn, many diaganalt dpes
a 9-sided polygon have?

4. How tarty dtagonals'does
a 10-sided polygon have?

;

9
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PAGE F

Addison7Wesley Publishing Company, Investigating School Mathethatics,
Book 3, page 306. ReprOdu-e-ed-tvith permission.

Addition Division
Keeping in Touch with Subtraction Story problems

Multiplication

1 Find the sums, products, quotients, and differences.

A 94 68 c 78 o 81 E 63 F 79_ 4.79

a 27 . 56 1 65' ..1 93 K 142
+ 88 , x 8 + 99 . x 7 _--- 80

L 5_1522_ _ _,
on 65 -- 23 FE 350 + 7 . o 350 + 5 540 + 9 a 120 + 3

2. Tell what operaltion ( +, -, x , +).you think of for: \._)
A' putting 2 sets together and finding the total number.

finding how many are left after some have been taken away.
c finding how many sets of a certain size we get from a.set.
o finding how many in a certain number of rdws of the same mimber.
e finding,how manymore one set has than ariother.
F finding how many ways we can pair objects in 2 sets.
O finding how many rows wlien we put a set

into rows having the same number,

3. Solve the equations.
A n 6 11

8 + n 15
c 3 x n
o n x 8 -- 24
E 50 5 n

8 - n 6

o 10 n 2 '
14 42 n 6

n - 8 6
n 6.. 5

n - 24

300

A

Aim*,
A4train that is 1 mile
long is traveling 1 mile
each 3 minutes. How long
does it ukó this Hain
to pass through a i-mile
tunnel
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The literature on problem solving is vast and rapidly expanding. We
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Several of the books listed below contain references tO other sources.

Frohlichstein, Jack. Mathematical Fun, Games, and Puzzles. New °

York: Dover Publications, 1962.,
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and,Diversions. NewlYork: Simon and Shuster, 1959.
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Puiz1es and Diversions. New York: Simon and Shuster, 1961.
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REQUIRECOIATERIALS

ACTIVITY HANDOUTS
,

OTHER MATERIALS (OPTIONAL)

Perspectives 7 metal or plastic notebook rings per group.

I

Handout for Strategy I
(available in the Instructor's
Manual).

Rectangular grid paper, commercial Tower of
Hanoi puzzles and/or disks or blocks which
could be used for that purpose, 8 x 8 square
grids and sets of I x 2 tiles.

2

,

Handout for Strategy 2
(available in the Instructor's
Manbal).

Straightedges or rulers.

Handout for Strategy 3
(available in the Instructor's,

Manual).

4 pennies or counters per student, compasses
and rulers, blocks or markers in four colors.

,

.

,

Blocks or markers in three colors or sizes,
several cubes on which numbers can be marked,
marbles or blocks for building a triangular.
pyramid, pennies and dimes or counters in two ,
colors, rectangular grid paper.

-
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This unit integrates the content and methods components of
the mathematical training of prospective elementary school
teachers. It focuses on an area of mathematics content and on
the methods of teaching that content to children. The format.
of the unit promotes a small-group, activity approach to learn-
ing. The titles of other units are Numeration, Additioh and
Subtraction, Multiplication and Division, Rational Numbers
with Integers and Rea Is, Awareness Geometry, Transforma-
tional Geometry, Analysis of Shapes, Measurement, Graphs:
The Picturing of Information, Number Theory, and Probability
and Statistics.
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